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pandal under a blaze of electric lights, but we do not
know that we are burning these lights at the expense
of the poor. We have no right to use these lights if we
forget that we  owe  these  to  them.
There is a difference between the civilization of the
East—the civilization of India—and that of the West.
It is not generally realized wherein the difference lies.
Our geography is different, our history is different, our
ways of living are different. Our continent, though vast,
is a speck of the globe, but it is the most thickly popu-
lated,  barring   China. Well,   now,   the  economics  and
civilization of a country where the pressure of population,
on land is greatest are and must be different from those
of a country where the pressure is least. Sparsely popu-
lated,  America  may  have  need  of machinery.   India
may not need it at all. Where there are millions and
millions of units of idle labour, it is no use thinking of
labour-saving  devices. If  someone  devised  a  machine
which saved us the trouble of using our hands to eat,
eating would cease to be a pleasure, it would become a
torture. The reason of our poverty is the extinction of
our   industries   and   our    consequent    unemployment.
Some  years  ago   India's   agricultural  population   was
said to be 70 per cent. Tod^y it is said   to be   90   per
cent. It does not mean that 90 per cent   are agricul-
turists, but that, instead of 70 per cent   who depended
on land, 90 per cent are now driven to depend on land.
In other words,  whereas  there   were   industries   and
crafts enough to feed the 20  per cent, some time ago,
these are no longer there and the people have thus been
thrown on land. They thus steal their living, not because
they want to, but because there is no more land.
Not that there is not enough land to feed our 35
crores. It is absurd to say that India is overpopulated

